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Background: Phase analysis during radionuclide ventriculography (RNV) is an evolving and promising technique for measuring left ventricular 
(LV) mechanical dyssynchrony. However, the feasibility of phase analysis to assess right ventricle (RV) synchrony in normal population and RV 
dyssynchrony pre and post cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) have not been previously investigated. We evaluated a normal value of RV phase 
standard deviation (SD) and also assess the effect of CRT on RV phase SD in severe LV dysfunction patients.
methods: We retrospectively identified 50 normal subjects (LV ejection fraction >50%) with diagnostic RNV images. 50 patients who underwent 
CRT implantation and diagnostic pre and post CRT RNV were also identified. Electrocardiographic gated equilibrium planar acquisitions in the left 
anterior oblique projection (40-50°) were used for the calculation of RV phase SD.
results: Compared to those who underwent CRT, normal subjects were younger (62 vs. 53 years respectively; P< 0.0001) and demonstrated higher 
RV ejection fraction (20% vs 54% respectively; P< 0.0001). No difference in the RV phase SD was observed between the normal and at baseline in 
the LV dysfunction group (Table 1). Post CRT, no change in the RV phase SD was observed.
conclusions: Phase analysis during RNV for measuring RV mechanical dyssynchrony is feasible. No evidence of RV dyssynchrony on phase analysis 
is seen in patients with severe LV dysfunction. Following CRT therapy, the RV phase SD remains unchanged.
Table 1
Results RV Phase SD in degree RV Phase SD in milliseconds
Normal subjects 44.57 ± 16.29 113.36 ± 51.04
Pre CRT (baseline) 46.8 ± 24.0 120.84 ± 76.59
Post CRT (follow up) 48.30 ± 21.20 120.58 ± 53.66
P value for Δ between normal & baseline CRT P=0.58 P=0.57
P value for Δ between baseline & follow up CRT P = 0.74 P=0.98
